
2010-2011 Technical Services SIS 
Chair's Report to AALL 

The Executive Board of the Technical Services Special Interest Section (TS-SIS) for 2010-2011 
was composed of Pamela Deemer, Chair; Ismael Gullon, Vice-Chair/Chair-Elect; Christopher 
Long, Immediate Past Chair; Elaine Bradshaw, Secretary/Treasurer; Katrina Piechnik and 
Suzanne Graham, Members-at-Large; and four standing committee chairs, Shyama Agrawal 
(Serials), Marilyn Estes (Preservations), Eric Parker (Acquisitions), and George Prager 
(Cataloging and Classification). 

The AMPC approved 6 programs and one workshop submitted by the TS-SIS Education 
Committee. The committee also decided to sponsor four additional programs, one of which was 
co-sponsored by the OBS-SIS. 

The silent auction at the TS-SIS table in the AALL annual meeting exhibit hall was repeated 
successfully again this year at the TS-SIS table. There was also an "Ask the Cataloging Expert" 
spot at the table, which had access to the internet for accessing resources, especially for RDA 
questions. 

New brochures promoting the TS-SIS were created this year and also available at the TS-SIS 
table. 

As part of the efforts to establish more communication between the TS-SIS Acquisitions 
Committee and CRIV, the TS-SIS Chair requested that the Acquisitions Committee Chair, Eric 
Parker, be invited to attend the AALL Vendor Colloquium, held February 28-March 1, 2011, in 
Oak Brook, Illinois. He did receive an invitation and attended the colloquium. 

The terms of the AALL SAC, MARBI, and CC:DA representatives were up this year. The 
Cataloging and Classification Committee recommended Ellen McGrath be the representative for 
SAC, Pat Sayre-McCoy for MARBI, and that John Hostage remain as the representative to 
CC:DA. The TS-SIS Chair sent the recommendations on to Darcy Kirk, the AALL Vice-
President/President-Elect. The representatives were appointed as recommended. 

The Cataloging and Classification Committee's Classification and Subject Cataloging Policy 
Advisory Group's form for submitting cataloging questions on the TS-SIS website, "Get Your 
Classification and Subject Heading Questions Answered," is up and running with volunteer 
experts from the TS-SIS. The Group also completed a project to funnel law subject heading and 
classification proposals to Library of Congress. A link on the TS-SIS website provides a form, 
and TS-SIS volunteer experts will vet and send the proposals to the Library of Congress. 

The TS-SIS handbook has been thoroughly revised and updated by the Bylaws and Handbook 
Committee, assisted by periodic review by the TS-SIS Executive Board. The handbook now 
provides much clearer guidelines with less confusing duplication of duties and procedures. The 
TS-SIS Executive Board gave final approval for the handbook at the outgoing Executive Board 
meeting at the AALL annual meeting. 



The TS-SIS Executive Board also reviewed The TSLL Structure and Policies document along 
with the TSLL Board and the OBS-SIS Executive Board. 

Because videotaping of programs is allowed if done with personal recorder and no professional 
equipment, this year's TS-SIS sponsored "Hot Topic" program was recorded by our webmaster 
and a link will be posted on the TS-SIS website. 

The Awards Committee selected Yael Mandelstam as the 2011 recipient of the Renee D. 
Chapman Memorial Award for Outstanding Contributions in Technical Services Librarianship. 
Eight educational grants were also given. 

TS-SIS Executive Board gave Martin Wisneski, the TS-SIS webmaster, a certificate of 
appreciation for all the prompt, uncomplaining, and excellent work he has done on the TS-SIS 
website over the years. 

The Executive Board approved posting of summaries of TS-SIS Executive Board minutes online. 

An ad hoc group from the Board examined the TS-SIS strategic plan and recommended that the 
membership be asked for volunteers to serve on an Ad hoc Strategic Planning Committee to help 
revise the old plan. This was done at the TS-SIS business meeting during the AALL annual 
meeting. 

The Chair sent out a VIP invitation to the AALL annual meeting, but the recipient responded too 
late with a negative reply to enable resending the invitation to another. 

Potential areas needing work include revising the TS-SIS strategic plan, setting up communities 
for the Executive Board, committees, and subcommittees/working groups in AALL's My 
Communities, inviting a VIP to the AALL annual meeting, and fostering more official 
communication between the TS-SIS Acquisitions Committee and CRIV. 

Submitted by Pamela E. Deemer TS-SIS Chair 
2010-2011 


